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ORTHOGRAPHY

I did not use the phonetic alphabet for the nasal consonant /ng/ because of incoherence with tok ples of Yabob and Tok Pisin, both of which would spell it “ng” (Mihalic 1971:5). The fricative /l/ in Yabob (as well as in Bilbil) always corresponds to /z/ (voiceless lateral sibilant) in Bel. To notate Bel and Yabob (or Bilbil) I modified the convention proposed by Dempwolf (Dempwolf n.d.). Regardless of Tok Pisin or tok ples I have followed the orthography proposed in Mihalic’s dictionary (Mihalic 1971) and spelling book Tok Pisin Stret! (1994). The above-mentioned books are also the sources of finding spellings for new Tok Pisin loan words in particular from English.

Some word orders for Tok Pisin phrases in Madang show localism. Most compound nouns that have something to do with music are usually formed with the modifier first, opposite to the orthography of Mihalic (Mihalic 1971:42). Thus, in Madang, for example, singsing tumbuna is called tumbuna singsing, and singsing lotu is referred as lotu singsing. I have not entirely followed Mihalic’s orthography, however. In the case of the stringband funeral songs, which is to be written as singsing sore instead of sore singsing according to Mihalic’s system, I chose the latter simply because the music seems to be strictly a local phenomenon. Local speakers, especially younger generations, frequently replace Tok Pisin /p/ with labials /f/ and /β/ in order to accommodate to English /fl/ and /vl/. I did not make distinction to each of the case unless the word in question was an obvious loan and not regarded as a legitimate Tok Pisin idiom such as filin ("feeling"), lav ("love"), and so on.

Geographical names follow general consensus of the locals. Some of these
changes are simply corrections; in particular, a village that appears as “Biliau” on Madang town map is corrected to “Bilia,” and an island that appears under the name “Jomba” in some maps is corrected to Mareg. Kranket is still sometimes referred as its old name “Gedaged,” “Graged” or “Gidaged” especially in the Bel-speaking area, but this writing will use the more accepted name throughout. Unless it is quoted or transcribed verbatim the same principle of favouring contemporary local naming will be applied to the following instances as well: Yabob (Jambomba), Bilbil (Bilibili), Siar (Ziazi), Riwo (Zivo), Malmal (Malamal), Nobonob (Nobanob), Sek (Seg), Arop (Long), and Kalibobo (Kalibob or Kilibob, which is erroneous actually). Although the locals pronounce geographical names of European origin often in an abbreviated form, such as Basis for Cape Barschtch, or Aleksis for Alexishafen, these I have kept the original spelling.

Names of Papua New Guineans in the Madang area are written with the given name first followed by one’s father’s name, since there is no traditional family names. Thus, Willie Tropu, whose father is Tropu Beg, is shortened just as “Willie,” Aksim Siming as “Aksim,” and so forth. Some people have a native ples nem (village name) besides Christian one, in which case I have chosen better-known one (including the spelling) to represent throughout the thesis. For example, Sandie Gabriel was usually called Gumang in his village, but the magnitude of his publicity has made it more suitable to call him “Sandie” throughout, although his Christian name sometimes spells as “Sendie,” “Sandy,” etc. As for Japanese names in bibliographical references, I followed the indigenous order whenever the work is written in Japanese: Fukushima Masato, instead of Masato Fukushima, for instance (Turabian 1987:171).